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Fox-IT (part of NCC Group) Recognized in
2021 Splunk Regional Partner Awards
Fox-IT (part of NCC Group) today announced it has received the 2021 EMEA
Rookie Partner of the Year award for exceptional performance and
commitment to Splunk’s Partner+ Program.
The 2021 EMEA Rookie Partner of the Year Award recognizes an EMEA Splunk
partner who in their first year as a Splunk partner rose quickly through the
partner tiers and Partner+ requirements, as well as overachieved on sales and
certifications. For more information on Splunk’s Partner+ Program, visit the
Splunk website.

Christian Prickaerts (Director Managed Services at Fox-IT) on winning the
award: "I am truly proud our team has been awarded this award. It is the
recognition of our commitment to Splunk. It is the recognition of our
commitment to Splunk as part of NCC Group’s Global MDR portfolio and
important for our Global Managed Services growth strategy going forward.
The exciting journey Fox-IT and Splunk have been on together, with great
commercial success as a result.”
“Congratulations to Fox-IT for being named the 2021 Rookie Partner of the
Year in EMEA,” said Bill Hustad, VP, Global GTM Partners, Splunk. “The 2021
Regional Partner Awards highlight outstanding partners like Fox-IT that
deliver successful business outcomes, as well as help our EMEA customers
leverage Splunk’s Data-to-Everything Platform to drive value and unlock
insights. Additionally, Fox-IT shares our commitment of prioritizing customer
success.”
The Splunk Partner Awards recognize partners of the Splunk ecosystem for
industry-leading business practices and dedication to constant collaboration.
All award recipients were selected by a group of the Splunk executives,
theater leaders and the global partner organization.
About Fox-IT (part of NCC Group)
Fox-IT prevents, solves and mitigates the most serious threats caused by
cyber attacks, data leaks or fraud with innovative solutions for governments,
defense agencies, law enforcement, critical infrastructures and banking and
commercial enterprise clients worldwide. The Fox-IT Red Team service is part
of NCC Group’s Full Spectrum Attack Services. Fox-IT combines smart ideas
with advanced technology to create solutions that contribute to a more
secure society. We develop products and custom solutions for our clients to
guarantee the safety of sensitive and critical (government) systems, to protect
industrial networks, to defend online banking systems and to secure
confidential data.

About NCC Group
NCC Group exists to make the world safer and more secure.
As global experts in cyber security and risk mitigation, NCC Group is trusted
by over 15,000 clients worldwide to protect their most critical assets from the
ever-changing threat landscape.

With the company’s knowledge, experience and global footprint, it is best
placed to help businesses identify, assess, mitigate and respond to the
evolving cyber risks they face.
To support its mission, NCC Group continually invests in research and
innovation, and is passionate about developing the next generation of cyber
scientists.
With over 1,800 colleagues in 12 countries, NCC Group has a significant
market presence in North America, continental Europe and the UK, and a
rapidly growing footprint in Asia Pacific with offices in Australia and
Singapore.
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